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Rue de la Loi 200 - B - 1049 Brussels  August-September 1985 These still fledgling developments within the Community have been matched by  an 
outward-looking departure. The Lome Convention linking the Community to 66 
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries includes clauses on cultural cooperation. 
Member States are also trying to strengthen cooperation with third countries in the 
promotion of European books and films. 
The will  therefore exists for a broadening of Community cultural activity, in  close 
cooperation with the European Foundation set up by  Member States in 1982. This 
Foundation, soon to open in Paris, is intended to deepen !he  mutual understanding 
of the people of the Community, to promote a better understanding of the European 
cultural heritage, in its diversity and common identity, and to encourage a clearer 
understanding  of  the  progress  being  made  towards  European  Union.  Various 
projects are under consideration. They include publications, the organization of 
exchange visits,  the  promotion  of  language  learning  and  the  preservation  and 
enhancement of the Community's cultural heritage. 
Community action in the cultural field is now concentrated in four main areas: free 
trade in  cu!tural  goods; the  improvement  of  conditions for artists; widening the 
audience  for  culture;  and  the  conservation  of  the  Community's  architectural 
heritage. 
Coping with frontiers: the free movement of cultural goods 
The public at large and workers in the cultural field are entitled to see the common 
market in  action and enjoy all its benefits. 
The proiiferation  of  satellites and  cables will  soon  mean  that television pro- 
grammes  can  be  broadcast  throughout  Europe.  Liberty  of  access  to  visual 
broadcasting must be guaranteed, as it already is for radio programmes. As the 
European Commission has pointed  out  in a series of communications, joint 
action  is  needed  to  harmonize  technical  standards  and  legal  requirements 
which, in areas such as advertising and copyright, could otherwise bar the way 
to a free market in television broadcasts. This free market must also be used to 
enlarge European programme production capacity. The demand for cinematic 
material could reach  125 000 hours a year in a few years' time. At present no 
Member  State produces more than  5 000 hours a year.  Both  the  European 
Parliament and  the  Commission  would  like  to  encourage the  creation  of  a 
powerful  European cinema and  television production  industry, which  would 
generate jobs  and help Europe to protect its cultural identity and its hopes of 
economic  expansion  in  the  face  of  American  and  Japanese  competition. 
Community ministers have already exhorted television networks to reserve an 
adequate  amount  of  time  for  European-made  programmes.  They  are  now 
studying the possibility of  setting up a financial support system  for the pro- 
duction industry, aimed particularly at co-productions by  European companies. 
The Commission would also like to ease the exchange of television material and 
support the training of journalists and producers for future multilingilal Euro- 4